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Object-Oriented Programming 
in Computer Science

INTRODUCTION

In computer science, a program is composed of a 
series of commands, which runs within a computer 
or an electronic circuit, producing information for 
users. Programming is a that can help programmers 
while writing a program. Computer programming 
is the process of writing an algorithm and, it is 
also the encoding of the algorithm into a notation 
that can produce and provide information to the 
users. It can be classified into two groups, that is, 
system programming and application program-
ming. System programming is a sub branch of the 
general programming that is composed of low level 
instructions which are used to operate and handle 
computer hardware. Application programming is 
considered as the improved version of the computer 
programs which can perform specific tasks for 
the users. One of the application programming 
types is the object oriented programming (OOP) 
which is about how information is represented in 
human mind.

As a computer programming approach, OOP 
is useful such that it provides easy modeling in 
designing and developing real entities. This ap-
proach is intended to model the entities and, also, 
the relationships existing between them. OOP al-
lows programmers to define the required classes 

to create the objects and to apply modifications 
(manipulations) on them. It can also supply inheri-
tance, polymorphism and encapsulation features 
to the developers. With these capabilities, the pro-
cessed data can be isolated from other redundant 
applications. Because of its abilities that are readily 
available to the users, OOP is preferred much more 
than other available programming languages. The 
inherent properties of OOP, which do not exist 
in other application programming, can be stated 
as modularity, extensibility and reusability. This 
chapter provides a substantial survey of OOP in 
computer science.

In this chapter, we have highlighted a number 
of explanations and reviews that are generally ac-
cepted and are in common use in OOP. We explain 
the heart of this chapter OOP concept in section 1, 
Object Oriented Programming Features, making 
up the largest section. Main topic of OOP which are 
included Inheritance, Polymorphism, Abstraction 
and Encapsulation titles are explained with details 
in the subtitles of section 1. In section 2, you can 
find an example of OOP implementation in Java. 
There are many kinds of OOP languages in use but 
in this study, Java was given as a strong example 
to OOP language (Harel, Marron, & Weiss, 2010). 
The following section is Future Research Direc-
tions which include future works related OOP. The 
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chapter ends with Conclusion section that gives 
a brief information about this study.

BACKGROUND

Programming paradigm is a fundamental style 
of computer programming which classifies pro-
gramming languages. Different programming 
paradigms were developed by considering the 
concepts and abstraction which are used to rep-
resent the elements of a program, and steps that 
compose a computation. Some of the programming 
languages are designed to support one paradigm 
and some of them support multiple paradigms. 
Before OOP languages, there are also some other 
paradigms such as classic programming, modular 
programming and structural programming (Bista, 
Bajracharya, & Dongol, 2015). These program-
ming technics were helped the programmers while 
solving their problems. Depending on improving 
technology, new structure of OOP has emerged 
so one of these paradigms is OOP which changed 
radically the programming paradigm continued 
until the day it appeared. Software methodology 
used before OOP referred to by the name of the 
procedural programming. This methodology was 
based on advancing codes in a particular direction 
and calling the common function that is used to 
reduce the workload. This methodology, used 
in the software world for a long time, has some 
difficulties. First of all, application of the proce-
dural programming developed as a whole cannot 
be divided. So, each developer working on the 
application has to know almost every building 
of application. Due to its building as a whole, it 
is hard to make changes on the application. The 
reason of these difficulties is that procedural pro-
gramming is an abstract that is not able to model 
the real world. The real world can be simulated 
by programmers thanks to OOP by using objects 
and classes. Object-oriented approach enables to 
divide a complex system into smaller parts and 
manageable modules which makes development 
process easier to grasp and share among members 

of a developer team and easier to communicate to 
users who are needed to provide requirements and 
confirm how well the system meets the require-
ments throughout the process (Dennis, Wixom, & 
Tegarden, 2015). Thus, OOP enables modularity 
and abstraction with increased code understand-
ing, maintenance and expansion. OOP is formed 
by the collection of objects which communicate 
with each other in order to perform tasks. This 
communication is based on messages in OOP, 
and objects are created from classes.

Class is a blueprint which is used to define 
objects describing the contents of the objects 
itself. It is a user-defined prototype for an ob-
ject that defines a set of attributes and methods 
which characterize any object of the class. These 
attributes are data members or variables (static 
attributes), and methods are dynamic behaviors, 
also called member functions. Data members and 
member functions are called class members. At-
tributes, which are attached to the classes, store 
information about the object (Robson, 1981). Data 
member has a name and a type; it holds a value of 
that type. Member function receives parameters 
from the caller (if it’s required), performs the 
tasks which are defined in the function body and 
returns result or void to the caller.

In most of the programming languages, class 
keyword is used to define a class. Class declara-
tion must contain the name of the class which 
programmer declares. Basic class declaration 
looks like this:

Class NameofClass { 

... 

}

The other term, object, helps users to under-
stand the object oriented notion. Objects, also 
called instances of a class, are modeled on real 
world entities. All the instances of a class have 
similar properties. Basically, objects have 2 charac-
teristics, state and behavior. State is a well-defined 
condition of an item which captures the relevant 
aspects of an object. Behavior is the observable 
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